SENEX-TG

The first thing that needs to be said about SENEX-TG is “There is nothing else like it anywhere in “turf-doom,” not even close.” SENEX-TG is a unique formulation, in that it accommodates a high percentage of phosphorous and a high percentage of Calcium, (5-16-4-5Ca).

SENEX-TG gives the turf an energy boost through its phosphorous content. It also supports cell division, cell integrity, and mitigates respiration stress with its calcium content.

What really sets SENEX-TG apart is it is formulated in a way that causes the turf to draw it into the leaf blade itself.

- A proprietary source triggers stomatal opening.
- It is formulated to yield a net negative charge, (i.e., the phosphorous and nitrate ions significantly outweigh the positive potassium and calcium ions), the net result of which is that the positively charged hydrogen ions in the turf itself immediately draws in the product where it is IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE.

SENEX-TG is also fortified with naturally occurring biostimulant compounds that enable the turf to function properly under extreme environmental stresses.